We are living in uncharted times.
Many feel instability and chaos are challenging us, and stretching us to our limit.
Protecting all we love, we find we have strengths uniquely ours - enabling us to endure, resist, and transform.
We come to know we are sovereign to discover and choose our own paths of power.
We discover the power of the sun, moon, storms, earthquakes, volcanos, whose great forces radiate within ourselves, from the Goddess, from the Sisterhood, and from the Universe.
In elemental ways, we become these forces - rocks, flames, water, moon, sky, and stars.
Moving with the planet, we embody Her wisdom, Her energy, Her love.
And we create a world where our remarkable gifts bring healing to ourselves, rippling beyond us into the greater cosmos.
Rise Up in supportive sisterhood to birth new beginnings, plant seeds of change, and feel connected to the Divine Feminine and Spirit of all Women.

IMPORTANT DATES

Wed Aug 16: Registration Opens
Wed Sept 13: Early Bird Deadline
Wed Oct 4: Last day to register

FOR MORE INFO: UUWOMENSPIRIT.ORG